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	Encyclopedia of Materials Characterization is a comprehensive volume on analytical techniques used in materials science for the characterization of surfaces, interfaces and thin films. This flagship volume in the Materials Characterization Series is a unique, stand-alone reference for materials science practitioners, process engineers, students and anyone with a need to know about the capabilities available in materials analysis. An encyclopedia of 50 concise articles, this book will also be a practical companion to the forthcoming books in the Series. It describes widely-ranging techniques in a jargon-free manner and includes summary pages for each technique to supply a quick survey of its capabilities.



	This volume contains 50 articles describing analytical techniques for the characterization

	of solid materials, with emphasis on surfaces, intedices, thin films,

	and microanalytical approaches. It is part of the Materzah Characterization Series,

	copublished by Buttenvorth-Heinemann and Manning. This volume can serve as a

	stand-alone reference as well as a companion to the other volumes in the Series

	which deal with individual materials classes. Though authored by professional

	characterization experts the articles are written to be easily accessible to the

	materials user, the process engineer, the manager, the student-in short to all those

	who are not (and probably don’t intend to be) experts but who need to understand

	the potential applications of the techniques to materials problems. Too often,

	technique descriptions are written for the technique specialist.
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Maya 5 FundamentalsNew Riders Publishing, 2003
With the powerful 3D modeling program Maya 5, you're limited only by your own  imagination. To set it free, look no further than this indispensable guide! In  these pages, veteran animator Jim Lammers (who brought life to the Sony/Tristar  film Starship Troopers) takes you from a review of 3D fundamentals to full-blown  Maya 5 content creation. In...
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Data Access for Highly-Scalable Solutions: Using SQL, NoSQL, and Polyglot Persistence (Microsoft patterns & practices)Microsoft Press, 2013

	All applications use data, and most applications also need to store this data somewhere. In the world of business solutions, this often meant creating a relational database. However, relational technology is not always the best solution to meet the increasingly complex data-processing requirements of modern business systems, especially when...
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Programming Microsoft  ASP.NET 2.0 Core ReferenceMicrosoft Press, 2005
Delve into the core topics for ASP.NET 2.0 programming, mastering the essential skills and capabilities needed to build high-performance Web applications successfully. Well-known ASP.NET author Dino Esposito deftly builds your expertise with Web forms, Microsoft Visual StudioÐ’®, core controls, master pages, data access, data binding, state...
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EpigeneticsCold Spring Harbor, 2007

	The regulation of gene expression in many biological processes involves epigenetic mechanisms. In this new volume, 24 chapters written by experts in the field discuss epigenetic effects from many perspectives. There are chapters on the basic molecular mechanisms underpinning epigenetic regulation, discussion of cellular processes that rely on...
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Visual Basic in Easy StepsNoble Publishing, 2003

	Are you *A professional seeking fast results? *A student with limited budget? *A home user in need of a simple learning aid? *Self-employed with no time for formal training? *Looking for cost-effective training for your staff? *Eager to be more productive on your computer? If you've answered YES to any of the above, then this book is for...
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Bioinformatics with Python Cookbook: Learn how to use modern Python bioinformatics libraries and applications to do cutting-edge research in computational biology, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover modern, next-generation sequencing libraries from Python ecosystem to analyze large amounts of biological data

	
		Key Features

		
			Perform complex bioinformatics analysis using the most important Python libraries and applications
	
			Implement next-generation sequencing,...
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